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“There is a mutual understanding between those who love each other. Those who love and
understand each other stay together and organize their joint existence.”
– Ferdinand Tönnies (2002, p. 34)
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to examine community response to crisis and the impact of
intercultural interactions on the outcome of ethnic and religious group conflict. I seek to expand
the traditional theoretical lens of forms of capital (Bourdieu, 1986) to include a new way of
examining group interactions as they relate to intercultural capital. I use a case study focusing
on the San Martín Catholic Mission in western Oregon and the ways this particular community
responded to the crisis of the Catholic diocese threatening to sell their property in 2010. I
gathered data from a year of ethnographic fieldwork, including participant observations in the
setting and in-depth interviews with five individuals involved in the church and related
community groups. I analyzed the data using the expanded lens of capital theory to examine the
resource networks built through this event and their effect on the communities. Through my
analysis, I identified the following themes: changing roles of immigrants and minorities in the
United States, changing gender roles in community activism, and changing levels of activism
after community crises are resolved. These themes indicate the importance of social factors in
affecting community response to crisis. The findings of this case study have implications for how
communities may need to adapt to the rising populations of Latino individuals and communities,
and it provides insight into patterns of interaction between ethnic and religious communities in
the future.
Keywords
community, intercultural capital, religion, Catholic, Latino, social change
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Salva la Iglesia: Intercultural capital and the struggle for
community in a small town congregation
Many thinkers have conceptualized community as homogenous groups, a limited
paradigm that ignores intersecting social factors and cultural diversity (Tönnies, 2002; Keller,
2003; Hill-Collins, 1990). Where ideas of community get complicated and interesting, however,
is when we experience communities that exist within multiple and intersecting socio-cultural
structures. These overlapping structures call for a different way of conceptualizing community
interaction. Traditional theoretical models of community and community interaction rest on
understanding various forms of capital (Bourdieu, 1986). While these ideas do still apply to
today's experience of community and community interaction, we need to expand the theoretical
model to include new understandings that account for the multiplicity of factors – specifically
ethnicity, religion, and intercultural interactions – that influence the type and amount of capital
circulating within a community. This study calls for an expansion of capital theory to include a
new kind of resource that communities may use.
The need for a new paradigm for studying community also comes from the need to adapt
to the different situations and changing actors of modern society, specifically as they reflect
higher levels of ethnic diversity in the United States (Hill-Collins, 1990; Moola, 1004; "An Older
and More Diverse Nation by Midcentury," n.d.). Conflicts often arise when communities inhabit
fundamentally different cultural traditions and from that differ in how they build and sustain
communal networks. The purpose of this study is to examine these diverse communal responses
to situations of crisis or significant change, and the social factors that affect this response. More
specifically, this study focuses on the impact of intercultural factors on community response and
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the outcomes of conflicts between ethnic and religious groups.
To accomplish this, I use a case study focusing on the San Martín Catholic Mission in
Dayton, Oregon and the ways this particular community responded to the crisis of the Catholic
diocese threatening to sell its property in 2010. Examining and understanding community crisis
response is important to gain a deeper theoretical understanding of intercultural interactions,
which will better prepare individuals, communities, and societies to adapt to future changes in
the United States. This example also explores the important role of family and religion in Latino
communities and how, as the population of Latinos continues to rise, the cultural traditions of
this demographic may reshape American ideals of community and community interaction.
The conflict between San Martín and St. James was an important and well publicized
local issue that is representative of demographic trends occurring nation-wide. Latino
populations are increasing in the United States, while the number of religious congregations –
particularly Catholic churches – is decreasing. The San Martín case study illustrates how
population pressures intersect with religious and ethnic organizations to produce change in
Latino and Anglo communities and how intercultural capital operates in these changes.
Definition of Community
The notion of “community” is difficult to define concisely or precisely because different
factors characterize different kinds of communities, and each unique community serves a
different purpose for its members (Keller, 1998; Bruhn, 2005; Tönnies, 2002). For the purposes
of this study, “community” is defined as a group of people who are mutually committed to one
another because they share common goals and values (Tönnies, 2002; Selznick, 1992; Bruhn,
2005). Despite their wide range of variability and influence, it is clear that factors such as socio-
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economic status, ethnicity, language, gender, and religious affiliation intersect in everyday life.
Communities are shaped by the quality of these intersections, and the interactions and conflicts
between communities have a broader impact on how societies form and operate (Hill-Collins,
1990; Bruhn, 2005; Coser, 1956).
Groups of people have historically been categorized and labeled according to the social
position shared by their members such as socio-economic class, social prestige, political power,
race, ethnicity, religion, lifestyle, or geographic location (Weber, 2012; Bruhn, 2005; Keller,
2003). Although commonalities and shared experiences are important in forming a community
(Bruhn, 2005; Keller, 2003), communities transcend these categories and imply more than just
similarity or coincidental association (Selznick, 1992). Communities are differentiated from
groups by their intentionality, purpose, mutual commitment of members, collective identity, and
shared goals and values (Selznick, 1992).
Communities are built from and dependent on their individual members, who bring their
own experiences and resources to contribute to the diversity and meaning of the relationships
within a community. The idea of sacrificing individual independence and freedom by
contributing to the “greater good” of the community characterizes many traditional conceptions
of idealized communities (Keller, 1990). Although individuals are essential to community
formation and function, their access to resources does not in and of itself enable community
action. Within communities, collective action arises from and generates common forms of capital
seldom possessed by any one individual. However, when individuals posses significant influence
in the group, their participation is integral to its survival, though new forms can emerge in the
individual's absence (Keller, 1990; Tönnies, 2002).
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Capital and Community
How a community forms, the function the community will serve for its members, and
how individuals will relate to groups and groups to larger structures within a society is also
determined by the amount and type of resources a group can access. Pierre Bourdieu's (1986)
forms of capital provide helpful tools in examining community as it relates to strategically using
resources, interacting with groups, and resisting social structures of inequality. However, the
traditional forms of capital defined by Bourdieu (1986) are not sufficient to fully explain the
intercultural communities and ethnic diversity and interaction we see in modern society
(Delanty, 2003; Brown & Schafft, 2011). To account for this emerging form of community
interaction, a new category of capital that takes into account the unique features of intercultural
interactions needs to be established which I term 'intercultural capital.'
Bourdieu (1986) identifies three forms of capital: Economic Capital (material resources),
Cultural Capital (knowledge and competence), and Social Capital (connections and networks).
Bourdieu (1986) states that “Capital is accumulated labor (in its materialized form or its
'incorporated,' embodied form) which, when appropriated on a private, i.e., exclusive, basis by
agents or groups of agents, enables them to appropriate social energy in the form of reified or
living labour” (Bourdieu 1986, p. 46). This indicates that people and groups that have resources
or access to resources of various types are capable of using them to the individual's or group's
advantage to accomplish socially defined goals and appropriate more resources.
Social actors can convert the three forms of capital from one to another to use one type of
capital to benefit other realms of life (Bourdieu, 1986). For example, one can use their economic
capital to pay for a gift to someone, but in order for the gift to convert into social capital, the
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person must dedicate time to personalize the gift to make it more meaningful than just
impersonal money. The symbolic quality of this gift and the message it sends – that a person is
trying to develop a relationship – allows the economic capital to transform into social capital
(Bourdieu, 1986). Economic capital in the traditional sense of material wealth and advantage is
at the heart of the other forms of capital because of its versatility and ease of use within a
capitalist society such as the United States. However, it is not sufficient to explain society
through strictly economic means because many aspects of society and patterns of human
behavior are influenced by other, non-financial motivations.
Considering communities as a sociological phenomenon, social capital is the primary
form of capital used to conceptualize communities because it directly relates to community
connections (Brown & Schafft, 2011; Keller, 2003; Bruhn, 2005; Salamon, 2003). According to
Bourdieu (1986), social capital is the “aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are
linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual
acquaintance and recognition” (p. 51) that individuals use to acquire more cultural and economic
capital. The amount of social capital one has depends on the size of the network of connections
at their disposal, the strength of those connections, and the additional connections that these
connections produce (Granovetter, 1973; Wuthnow, 1998).
Group ties weaken if they are not protected or maintained proactively by the members of
a community (Wuthnow, 1998). This maintenance takes the form of an expanding network of
social connections and often certain social or community services are offered to members by
other members. The manner in which these resources are distributed depends on the structure of
the community's organization. Ebaugh and Saltzman Chaftez (2000) identified two main types of
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organizational structures present in immigrant-formed churches: lay-member controlled and
clergy-dominated.
Many of the member-controlled immigrant churches were literally built by the members'
own hands, giving those people a strong sense of ownership over and identification with the
congregation. The authors found that communities with control over their church were more
likely to have greater lay-member control over the authoritative structure of the church and a
greater degree of lay-member involvement in the church's various boards and committees. Those
communities with more local control also tended to act as important community centers for their
members and provided additional services apart from just religious services (Ebaugh, Saltzman
Chaftez, 2000).
Clergy-dominated churches in immigrant communities, on the other hand, were often a
result of structural factors due to a larger parent organization for the particular religious tradition.
For example, it is necessary to have a priest in the structure of the Catholic tradition. The
churches that had a structured clergy sometimes experienced the authorities as strict authoritative
figures that ruled over the church. More often, however, the lay members chose this person
specifically to be their spiritual leader (Ebaugh, Saltzman Chaftez, 2000). Having lay-control in
immigrant churches indicates that communities that have further reaching social connections
help their members to grow in their involvement and fully utilize the benefits they receive from
being a member in that community and thus enable more effective use of capital (Ebaugh,
Saltzman Chaftez, 2000).
Intercultural Capital and Communities
Within our changing society, a new infrastructure of cultural competence is needed that
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takes into account multiple systems of thought and various diverse paradigms (Hill-Collins,
1990; Delanty, 2003). This paradigm is intercultural competence. In a situation of intercultural
interaction, and especially intercultural conflict, communities rely on intercultural capital to
effectively navigate the interaction and understand the cultural system of the other group or
community. At the same time, these communities also must stay true to and maintain the
knowledge and capital to navigate their own cultural tradition. This is a delicate balance.
Communities also depend on other individuals and communities having intercultural competence
so they can connect and gain access to the other types of resources that other group may have
and offer. It is important to remember that, like the other forms of capital, accumulating
intercultural capital is a process that takes time and effort (Bourdieu, 1986).
Intercultural community interactions are difficult to categorize and explain using the
traditional lens of Bourdieu's (1986) forms of capital because the individuals that establish a
community based on ethnicity have fundamentally different values and goals than another
cultural group. The different cultural values of a community influence the way they view and
accumulate capital and form community ideals, values, and goals, and set them apart from the
dominant culture or other communities (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, & Tipton, 1985).
Intercultural capital is different from both cultural and social capital. First, cultural capital
implies unconscious development. Bourdieu (1986) says, “Cultural capital can be acquired, to a
varying extent,…in the absence of any deliberate inculcation, and therefore quite unconsciously”
(p. 48-49). This implies that social actors are not usually aware that they are accumulating social
and cultural norms and competence as they interact in society, an idea that Bourdieu develops
with the concept of habitus (see Bourdieu, 1977). Intercultural capital, however, needs to be
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consciously developed because of the difficulty involved in embodying two cultural systems
within one framework. Individuals who grow up within two cultures, Mexican-Americans, for
example, demonstrate how one person can embody two cultural systems rather unconsciously.
However, because of fundamental differences between cultures, being a part of “two worlds”
often causes cognitive dissonance for those individuals (see idea of dual consciousness, Du Bois,
2006), lending support to the idea that intercultural capital needs to be consciously accumulated.
Second, social capital implies homogeneity of individuals that gather within groups and
communities (Bourdieu, 1986). Bourdieu (1986) states,
Through all the institutions which are designed to favor legitimate exchanges and exclude
illegitimate ones by producing occasions..., places..., or practices..., which bring
together, in a seemingly fortuitous way, individuals as homogenous as possible in all the
pertinent respects in terms of the existence and persistence of the group. (p. 52, emphasis
added).
In contrast to this view that social capital brings together individuals that are similar to one
another, intercultural capital by nature and intention maintains heterogeneity. Despite the
intentional differences in the cultural values of various members of a group, possessors of
intercultural capital can share a common identity, perspective, and experience that unifies them
in their pursuit of diversifying the community. This heterogeneity also allows communities to
more successfully adapt to changing social contexts, defend their cultural traditions, and resist
assimilation or conformation to dominant, homogenous traditions.
Intercultural capital may enable understanding and competence in a person who is
operating within multiple systems of thought and cultural views because that individual is no
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longer using their cultural capital to only operate within the system that doesn't recognize their
values and norms. Intercultural capital gives individuals the freedom and capability of expressing
multiple cultural systems within one body. With the Catholic church, for example, individuals
operate within a hierarchy and structure that has historically been rigid. When two different
cultural communities are operating within the same social structure, it can lead to conflict. While
having and using traditional forms of capital can ensure community survival, to truly resolve this
tension and use the conflict to progress, the groups need to learn to operate within both systems.
This draws from the idea of communitarian multiculturalism in which groups and communities
are encouraged to maintain their cultural identities while learning to use appropriate types of
capital that are adapted to a particular social context (Delanty, 2003).
Community and Place
Communities are traditionally formed based on the physical proximity of its members
and anchored in a particular place. People are attached to and attach significance to these specific
physical places because they see that place as representing the values and beliefs they learned in
that setting (Tönnies, 2002; Bruhn, 2005). Because of this distinct sense of place, neighborhoods
and churches are common localities where community bonds form (Keller, 2003; Bruhn, 2005).
Although physical location, proximity, and cohesive interpersonal interactions are no longer
necessarily definitive factors for community formation or for the quality of community bonds in
today's world (see Gardner, 2004), having a geographic place to anchor a community provides a
“sense of place” that is important in community formation (Keller, 2003; Bruhn, 2005; Salamon,
2003; Tönnies, 2002; Brown & Schafft, 2011).
A “sense of place” implies belonging and membership that is centered around a shared
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social context. “The focus is not on the space (or place) itself, but on the social interaction that
gives this space meaning” (Brown & Schafft, 2011, p. 39). The attachment and ownership that
comes with a particular place having emotional meaning to the people who utilize the space
means that the members will strive to protect and preserve that place (Ebaugh & Saltzman
Chaftez, 2000). Particular community locations are also important because they constitute a
symbolic “third space” that functions as a place separate from the home and the workplace and
provides a space that communities can use as a neutral ground for conversation, civic
engagement, or community development (Oldenburg, 1997).
Religion and Community
Religions have historically been an integral part of group and community life due to the
intentional bringing together of people who share values and beliefs and seek mutual support
through love and fellowship (Wuthnow, 1994). Faith communities are strong sources not only of
spiritual fulfillment, but also of social networking. They serve to reinforce and strengthen local
ties between people who trust one another because of their shared values and beliefs, which may
be challenged by other groups outside of the religious community (Bruhn, 2005). The close
bonds that are formed within churches have traditionally been difficult to lose, and when this
strong and meaningful source of connection is removed or threatened, it has significant negative
effects on the members of that religious community and the community of social bonds and
institutions that have been built around it (Wuthnow, 1994).
Recently the United States has seen a decline and transformation in its religious
participation (see Kohut, 2000; Wuthnow, 1988). Catholic churches have been especially hardhit by the trend of people turning away from organized, communal religion and toward more
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individually focused and convenient alternatives in the case of many Anglos and toward more
charismatic traditions in the case of many Latinos (Dias, 2013). According to the Georgetown
Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate (CARA), nearly 2,000 Catholic parishes have
closed their doors since 2000 (“Services”, 2012). Additionally, there are 3,000 fewer priests in
2012 than there were in 2000, leaving over 3,400 Catholic churches without a resident priest
(“Services”, 2012). As Catholic churches across the United States and around the world threaten
to permanently shut their doors and the doors of their subsidiaries, congregations have rallied to
save their churches and, more importantly, the communities they have built around and through
the religious buildings (Long-Garcia, 2012).
Ethnicity and Community
Community formation through bonds of social or demographic similarity is especially
present in ethnic communities, and even more powerful in groups of immigrants (Bruhn, 2005,
Salamon, 2003). The shared cultural traditions, backgrounds, and similarity of life experiences
among groups of people from a particular ethnicity increases the possibility that members will
feel a sense of belonging in that community or may feel an obligation to remain with that group
(Bruhn, 2005).
People are drawn to others who are similar to them, and therefore social capital has a
homogenizing effect within groups (Bourdieu, 1986; Salamon, 2003). Group members regulate
access and rights of membership to maintain their homogeneity (Bourdieu, 1986). The desire for
people to be around others with similar experiences is especially apparent in the formation of
ethnic enclaves, which are groups of ethnically similar individuals that create geographically
proximate communities within the context of a larger and culturally different social structure
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(Bruhn, 2005). Similarity is good for the strength of bonds and shared capital within a
community, but if the homogeneity of an ethnic enclave is too strict, it may also be limiting to
that group's access to capital and not sustainable within the context of a dominant culture (Bruhn,
2005; Brown & Schafft, 2011).
The capital held by immigrant communities is not always well-adapted to secure social
power within the new and larger social structure they have joined. This makes forming a
community between ethnic enclaves difficult because community is about capital-building as
well as meaning-building. Accumulating group and community capital will allow their
community to survive and remain intact within the dominant cultural structure. Immigrants avoid
disadvantage and anxiety from living in a new culture and society by sharing capital with others
like themselves (Salamon, 2003), but to truly ensure the security, growth, and independenceintegration of ethnic enclaves, communities need to build bridges of connections across ethnic
divisions to increase the availability and access to culturally adapted forms of capital (Bruhn,
2005).
Latino Communities in the United States
According to the US Census Bureau (“Newsroom”, 2012), people of Hispanic/Latin
American descent are the largest and fastest growing minority in the United States today.
Approximately 1.3 million persons of Hispanic descent were added to the US population
between 2010 and 2011, bringing the total number of Latinos in the US to over 52.0 million
(“Newsroom”, 2012). This dramatic increase of Latinos into the United States will not diminish
in the coming years. Demographers in the Census Bureau claim that “the Hispanic population is
projected to nearly triple, from 46.7 million to 132.8 million during the 2008-2050 period. Its
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share of the nation's total population is projected to double, from 15 percent to 30 percent. Thus,
nearly one in three U.S. residents [will] be Hispanic” (“An Older and More Diverse Nation”,
2008). It is clear from these figures that more profoundly understanding the experiences of
Latino people is crucial to the future of the U.S. This understanding is even more important if
this country hopes to successfully continue growing economically and culturally.
Despite the variety of backgrounds from which Latinas/os originate, when they arrive in
the United States, they are generally categorized by the dominant cultural group as a single
population based on shared physical traits, the language they speak, Spanish, and their shared
large geographic heritage (Hayes-Bautista, 1986). The fact that Latinas/os are seen and discussed
as a single racial/ethnic group automatically differentiates them as an “other” set in opposition to
the dominant Anglo group (Rinderle and Montoya, 2008). The dichotomy between Anglo and
Latino is reinforced by the distinct cultural values and norms of these ethnic backgrounds. Some
of the most salient values Latinas/os identify with that are different from Anglo cultural values
are familialism/collectivism, ethnic pride, shared experience of discrimination, political beliefs,
and physical appearance (Rinderle and Montoya, 2008).
The collective orientation of many Latinas/os, particularly, manifests as a sense of duty or
obligation to family and is impressed on Latina/o children in order to continue important cultural
traditions; this familial duty is much stronger with Latina/o children than with Anglo children,
although family ties can still be quite strong in some Anglo communities such a small, rural
towns (Fuligni, Tseng, and Lam, 1999; Brown & Schafft, 2011). Shared values can ultimately
differentiate Latinas/os from the dominant Anglo culture, which is reflected in the way many
ethnic communities form and how society is structured. Specifically, it is common for
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communities to become increasingly homogenous in terms of socioeconomic status, class, or
race (Salamon, 2003; Bruhn, 2005). People tend to live near others like themselves, and through
settlement and interaction patterns, community values are reproduced along cultural lines,
creating strong identity bonds between people of similar ethnic backgrounds (Salamon, 2003;
Bruhn, 2005). For Latinos, communication and cultural transference often occur in traditional
settings such as the home, churches, schools, neighborhoods, and other familiar communities
because these places are connected with family (Martín-Barbero, 2006).
Putting immigration and immigrant communities into a larger socio-political context, the
opinions about immigration policy and history play an important role in how Latinos are
incorporated into or excluded from communities in the U.S. (Gonzales, 2011). Salamon (2003)
identified four factors that serve as indicators of how well newcomers will be incorporated into
small, rural towns: spatial and social context, community interconnectedness, availability of
social resources, and cross-age relations. The different ways in which towns fit these categories
determines what newcomers' interactions with the oldtimers will be like. The exact development
of character in these communities varies depending on the type of newcomers, method of their
entry into the community, oldtimers' impressions of the integration, and cross-group
relationships (Salamon, 2003). These factors are important to keep in mind during this study
because familialism, ethnicity, religion, and space have a significant impact on community
formation, community crisis reaction, and societal transformation.
Intersectionality
An understanding of capital, religion, ethnicity, space, and intercultural interactions
allows for a holistic view of how communities response to crisis and how they navigate
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intercultural conflict. To accomplish combining all these aspects, Hill-Collins (1990) proposes
the idea of intersectionality, which emphasizes using a more complex model of thought that
takes into account how various social factors are layered, interact, and mutually influence one
another. Hill-Collins (1990) especially advocates using this paradigm to resist structural
dominance and systems that oppress marginalized groups. Within our changing society, a new
infrastructure of intercultural competence is needed that takes into account multiple systems of
thought and diverse paradigms (Hill-Collins, 1990; Delanty, 2003). The paradigm I stress here is
understanding and using intersectionality as a means to develop intercultural capital. In a
situation of intercultural interaction, and especially intercultural conflict, communities rely on
intercultural capital to effectively navigate the interactions and better control the outcomes.
To understand these ideas more fully, I explore the case of St. James and San Martín to
examine intersections of capital, ethnicity, religion, and community. San Martín Catholic
Mission is a Latino-comprised, faith-based community in a small, rural town in western Oregon
that went through a crisis when it faced possible closure, and each of these individual factors
must be viewed interdependently to understand this particular event. In examining the conflict
between San Martín and St. James, it is important to recognize how the groups' access to and use
of economic, social, cultural, and especially intercultural capital in conjunction with ethnicity
and religion affected the ways they approached interactions with the other community.
Methods
In the spring of 2012, following the advice of a professor who was aware of the history of
the San Martín Catholic Mission and who had worked closely with some of its members, I began
researching the conflict that had occurred between San Martín and its parent church St. James. I
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was raised in a Catholic household, attended Catholic schools, and have spent my undergraduate
career studying Spanish and Intercultural Communications, so I was immediately intrigued by
this congregation and their success overcoming the challenges they faced to keep their church.
I entered the setting by attending Mass at San Martín where I observed the most lively,
engaged, and well-attended church service I had ever seen. I introduced myself to the priest
following mass and explained that I was interested in learning more about San Martín and its
history. He introduced me to Elena, another student who was an active member of San Martín
and who had been involved with the Save San Martín campaign. Elena became a key informant
for me; she was willing to discuss her experiences in the church with me and she directed me to a
number of other sources of information about the church including other members who had been
involved in the efforts to save San Martín, various community groups associated with San
Martín, and the Facebook pages of the church and its associated groups.
I initially gained access to individuals in this community who would be willing to talk to
me about their experiences. With the help of Elena and later Julie (a leader of the Unidos:
Bridging Community group), I was able to meet more people in the community and contact
individuals that were willing to talk with me further about their experiences. With their help and
after receiving IRB approval, I conducted in-depth, semi-structured interviews with a snowball
sample of five individuals involved in the San Martín congregation and community, which lasted
from fifteen minutes to an hour. I selected interviewees primarily based on their willingness to
talk with me about their experiences. I spoke with people suggested to me by Elena and Julie
because of their level of involvement with the church community and their knowledge of past
events pertaining to the community conflict. This sample included individuals who were not
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members of the San Martín congregation, but who demonstrated involvement in that community
or in the Mujeres Latinas Luchando por el Pueblo (MLLP) and Unidos: Bridging Community
groups. I replaced the names of the participants with pseudonyms following the interviews to
protect the identity of my subjects. I recorded the interviews on a tape recorder and transcribed
them for further analysis.
Each interview began with a brief demographic questionnaire, and then asked open-ended
questions regarding the participant's knowledge of the history of the San Martín church, specific
information about the attempted closure in 2010, as well as questions about the participant's
perceptions of the events and how they have shaped the present community. Some guiding
questions for these interviews included:
•

How did you get involved with San Martín?

•

What is your role within the church?

•

What do you know about the attempted closure?

•

What were the internal and external perceptions surrounding the closure?

•

How do you view the community differently after the attempted closure?

•

What has changed about the community after the attempted closure?

•

Where do you see this movement going in the future?

Although we covered each of these questions in the interviews, the discussions were much more
open-ended and the interviewees discussed the topics they were most familiar with, which led
each conversation in a slightly different direction.
I was able to stay informed about events in the community through other sources such as
the SAVE San Martín de Porres, Mujeres Latinas Luchando por el Pueblo, and UNIDOS:
Bridging Community Facebook pages. These sources provided publicly available information
that offers direct information about group activities and how the groups are communicating with
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a larger community audience. I also gathered general information about the history, events, and
organizations surrounding San Martín from news articles that were published in local and
regional newspapers. I used this information to provide further context for some of the topics
discussed in the interviews and to present a different perspective on the issues than that of the
immediate members of the church. I also gathered ethnographic observations by attending
services, community events, and committee planning meetings over the course of a year.
Background and Context of San Martín
La Iglesia Católica de San Martín de Porres is located in the small, rural town of Dayton
in western Oregon. The congregation began in 1974 as a group of recently immigrated Latino
farmworkers and their families. When attending religious services at various churches near their
hometown, these individuals sensed tensions between themselves and the Anglo members of the
towns and in some cases experienced racism and discrimination. Because they did not feel
welcome in the religious communities nearby, but still felt strongly about the importance of faith
in their lives, the farmworkers met under a tree in the local park on Sundays to celebrate mass
and study the Bible. Andrea, a 25-year-old student and lifetime member of San Martín describes
how and why the church formed for this community,
Back in the day there obviously weren't that many Hispanics – not nearly as many as
there are now in this area...I know that the church has this "everybody's welcome" kind
of a thing to it, but things weren't the same back then. There was still a lot of racism
going on and a lot of segregation, so they weren't readily accepted by St. James. So,
because of the way they were being treated and because of the way they felt and the way
they were kind of cast out by the church, they decided to gather under a tree over in the
fields.
After practicing Mass like this for many months, “Father Frank Kennard [the local priest that met
with the group of farmworkers at the time] purchased [an old movie theatre] so the faithful could
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have a roof over their heads. With voluntary donations and the labor of hundreds of the faithful,
the [theatre] became 'a humble place of worship'” (Jones, Jan 6, 2011), where they held
exclusively Spanish masses. The members later purchased an adjacent property and converted a
mechanic's garage into a social hall that is used for Church and community social functions.
The mission developed a reputation for being a welcoming location for recent immigrants
and it grew in popularity in the Latino community. The church was a well-known space where
newly arrived immigrants could seek help in finding places to live, work, and make connections
with other members of their new community. Elena, a 21-year-old college student and lifetime
member of San Martín, remembers one occasion when, after mass let out one Sunday, two men,
who were newly arrived from Mexico to work in the United States, stood outside the mission
with no food, home, or friends. Without hesitation, members of San Martín volunteered to help
the men get set up in the community and opened their own homes to the immigrants until they
were able to find more permanent arrangements. Paulina, a 22-year-old, Mexican immigrant and
full-time college student has been a member of San Martín since she arrived in the United States
as an infant. She echoed Elena's feelings about the church and said,
It was just kind of like a home away from home. It felt like Mexico because the traditions
and everybody, they were first generation immigrants. So I guess that's why [there was]
just the sense of community... And that church is composed mostly of immigrants, so at
that time the person who was... the church keeper, Sr. Juanita, she would help us get
adjusted to our new life here. So, through her help is how a lot of the members became
acquainted with each other because everyone was going through the same kinds of
changes and adjustments that we had to go through in this new world.
Under the pastoral care of the nearby St. James Catholic Church, San Martín continued to
be a popular church and community center that served the growing Latino community in the area
for thirty years. Today the mission serves a congregation of over 300 people and remains the
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only entirely Spanish-speaking Catholic church in the Pacific Northwest (Paulina). Andrea said,
San Martín has always had a sense of community. People feel comfortable. We had –
before 2010 – people who live in Newberg or Dundee or Salem, Dayton, obviously,
Lafayette, McMinnville, who instead of going to the churches in that area, like the people
in McMinnville can go to St. James, but go to San Martín. Or people who live in
Newberg where there's St. Peter's would still go to San Martín. It was just a sense of
community...
People are very welcoming and very warm when you get there. The
announcements they're always very happy when they're giving the announcements and
stuff and there's always something going on, you know, there's always announcements
that the Youth Group's doing this, this group's doing that, and we need your guys' support
in this, and there's a lot of involvement in the community. They were announcing Cinco
de Mayo's coming up and we're going to have a booth and who wants to be involved?
And who wants to help out with that? You know, we have folkloric dancers who practice
at the church and then do dancing in like local adult foster care homes, or they've done it
in schools...
There's always something going on and that's how it was even before [2010]. We
were always doing things. We were always having – well it’s in like almost all Hispanic
communities. So, Hispanics like to party, and ... with our Hispanic community, there's
always a party, there's always something to celebrate and it's all wholesome, clean fun...
There was always that same warm, welcoming, Hispanic community – just like a
Hispanic family, your big, big Hispanic family. They're always so warm and welcoming
and they always want to feed you. That's how it was: always warm, welcoming, feeding
you, and parties. Always fun.
While the overwhelming feeling of this community was positive, there were some
problems and tensions that arose with the relationship with the clergy of St. James, the parish
that had pastoral responsibility over the mission. One of the problems was with the new deacon
that came after Sr. Juanita left in the 1990s. Paulina describes,
Raul...ran the church very different from what the sister did, and a lot of people didn't like
that. A lot of people actually left the church and went to another church – still Catholic,
but another church. So there were a lot of things that were kind of weird in how they were
run..., but there are very few Spanish-speaking priests or deacons, so I guess people just
settled for what we had …There wasn't that feeling that the church was everybody's
because it was a selected few who ran everything...
And the deacon, he did a lot of weird things that weren't appropriate. Things like
letting people live in the attic of the church – yeah, that's really weird – or renting out the
church's tables and chairs. He used them for his personal small business and he was
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making money off of them for his business. Instead of renting them and giving the
revenue to the church...He would rent out the hall for large quantities, but that money
never appeared in the church's bank account.”
Andrea expanded on the financial difficulties San Martín experienced and the negative
relationship they created with the deacon and priest of St. James,

was

say

We had had some struggles. I know a lot of people were asking left and right, “Where's
our money going to?” ... I remember [in 2008] we had met up ... to talk about
involvement in the church … and he [Deacon Raul] showed up and said, “Well what are
you guys doing?” And we said, “Oh we're just trying to figure out what's going on with
the church; there's just some iffy things going on and we just want to know what's going
on with everything.” And he says, “Well, you know, [your mother], God rest her soul,
pretty much the only person who ever did anything around here.” And I was really upset
that he would say that because my mom was very involved, but there was still a lot of
other people that were involved. A lot of people in that room deserved that recognition.
And I thought it was just way out of line on his part to say something like that.
But he was like, “We have no involvement and no community here,” and I'm just
like, what are you talking about? We always have something going on, how could you
that? And he was like, “Well I'm just telling you guys right now, that if it continues like
this, it's going to shut down.” So I think he knew. This is like a year and a half before the
closure was announced. So I mean, for me, I think that was kind of like a "heads up –
we're going to be doing something." But he wasn't very clear; he was just kind of
insinuating stuff...and so we didn't know to take him seriously at the time.
Despite interactions like this between the clergy and the San Martín leadership

committees, San Martín was a vibrant, active, and growing community that contributed to the
history and character of Dayton for thirty years. Considering the popularity of San Martín in the
greater community and the high level of activity and involvement of the members, it came as a
surprise to the congregation when the priest of St. James announced one Sunday in March of
2010 that the property would be sold to support the expansion and renovation of St. James.
Although there had been previous indications of the parent church's lack of support for the San
Martín mission, the announcement of a complete closure surprised and upset the community.
Paulina said,
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We thought it was very unfair because, I mean, that church [San Martín] it's not like the
most beautiful cathedral you are ever going to step in to, but it was something that our
community worked hard for; it's something that's almost like a second home for people. So
I was angry because I felt like there were a lot of – I don't know if you want to call it fraud,
but a lot of weird things going on that I guess made sense when we found out they were
going to sell it. So, I thought that – it was just frustrating.
After the announcement, there were mixed feelings in the congregation about what
should happen. Andrea said,
It was very split. People were either against it [the closure] or they were for it. There were
some people who were a little bit in between. … But, even within the church, we had
people who went to St. James who were like, “You guys are horrible people, why are you
trying to do this?”
In response to the closure, a dedicated group of women formed a committee to fight to keep their
church called the Save San Martín/Salva San Martín committee. However, there were some
tensions and hesitancy to get involved from within the San Martín community. Elena was upset
about the closure because she didn't feel that the priest understood culturally important Latino
community that had built up around the church. Despite the negative emotions and sadness they
felt at the closing of the mission, Elena and her family was resistant to get involved with the
Save San Martín campaign. Respecting the tradition of the Catholic Church, they did not want to
go against the authority of the priest. However, after a while Elena said that it became clear to
her that this was not simply a closure of convenience or a financial necessity; it was an issue of
injustice. After this realization, Elena became more involved with activities to save the mission,
and she said she was impressed by the way the rest of the community came together to protect
their mission too.
Andrea was one of the first members of the Salva San Martín committee and, along with
her mother, sister, and others, she planned and supported activities in the Dayton and
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McMinnville communities to raise awareness about the problems the San Martín community
faced. She wore Salva San Martín t-shirts, made announcements on Sunday Mass at St. James,
and passed out fliers about their cause at church and at local businesses. Paulina also participated
in public displays of protest against the St. James decision such as wearing Save San Martín tshirts to the St. James services, placing fliers on members of St. James' windshields, and
protesting outside of the office of the archbishop in Portland. She felt that raising awareness
about these issues in the broader community was important to help others understand the
importance of their church and the community that it supported. She also felt strongly that it was
essential to show others that the Catholic Church couldn't take advantage of the Latino
community just because there were many immigrants and they were of a lower social status.
Although Andrea and other members were proud to be involved with saving their church,
their actions did not come without consequences. Andrea's car was vandalized, she endured
racial epithets, and she was told by many people inside and outside of the San Martín community
that she should not try to save San Martín because it was a sin to go against the authority of a
priest. Andrea said that another leader “got death threats, people would tell her she was going to
go to hell because she was going against a priest, and how could she be such a horrible Catholic?
and she should deserve to be excommunicated.” Despite the negative feedback they received,
however, the San Martín community with the support of others in the larger community of
Dayton and McMinnville continued to stand against the injustices they perceived as coming from
St. James in order to protect the community and the mission's future.
The group raised money and awareness for their cause and fought against the Catholic
archdiocese to keep their building. When their requests were denied by St. James and the
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archdiocese of Portland numerous times, they filed two appeals directly to the Vatican that were
hand delivered by female members of the congregation on two separate occasions.When these
appeals did not return anything either, Andrea and her mother asked for help from Delford M.
Smith, the founder, chairman, and CEO of Evergreen International Airlines and Evergreen
Holdings, Inc. based in McMinnville, for whom they worked. Smith was sympathetic to their
cause, bought the San Martín property from the Catholic Archdiocese of Portland, and then
donated it back to the congregation of San Martín.
Despite facing nearly impossible odds with regard to working up the hierarchical system
of the Catholic Church – San Martín's request was only the second official appeal to reach the
Vatican – and difficult and discouraging conflicts with the surrounding communities, the small
Latino congregation was able to save their church. In December of 2010, San Martín received
official permission from the archdiocese to keep their church, and San Martín was moved under
the parochial care of St. John's in nearby Newberg. However, through this process, they secured
much more than just the physical building. From this crisis, they were also able to build a strong
network of connections, which have helped to mission to flourish. Out of the Save San Martín
committee came a women's group called Mujeres Latinas Luchando por el Pueblo, which loosely
translates as 'Latina Women Fighting for the People,' as well as a new inter-faith/inter-cultural
connection group called Unidos: Bridging Community. These groups, all of which are led and
organized by women, remain active in the community today. They provide support to and build
connections with others that are used to increase the amount of help this community is able to
offer to Latino immigrants while still growing in their faith together.
There are some mixed perceptions about the community's participation now that the
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church has been saved. Elena has observed that the security of the mission may have also had a
negative impact on the involvement of the community. She said,
Now that people seem comfortable that they will not lose their church, they are not
wanting to be as involved in these extra events. Many people are still actively involved in
the committees and activist groups, but events have seen a decline in attendance since the
safety of the church was secured.
Elena hopes that this pattern and attitude will change and that the community can go back to the
level of activism it saw in 2010. Although Elena takes part in various church activities, she has
not been a member in the other community groups. She says she is focusing on her studies since
she is one of the first in her family to pursue higher education. However, the church still holds a
special place in her heart and she is happy to be a part of the San Martín community.
Andrea feels differently about the community post-attempted closure. She especially
contrasts the animosity she felt with the leaders of St. James with her positive feelings with the
new priest that has been assigned to the saved church. She says he is “very, very, very supportive
of anything we do. He wants to be super involved in everything and he – I think he's a really
really good priest in our church. He's so welcoming in the community.” This personal connection
with the church leadership is important to how Andrea envisions a strong and functioning church
community. She thinks that the San Martín community is stronger and better informed now
thanks to the combination of the members' commitment and the positive and open relationship
they have with the new priest. Although she no longer has as much time to devote to the groups
at San Martín, she is still supportive of the church's cause and she is optimistic for the continued
growth of the community in the future. She said,
I just see San Martín growing bigger. Every Sunday, church is – both of the services are
packed, and with everything that happened, more people have found out. People who
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have kids who eventually are going to grow up and have kids of their own and come to
this church where there's just a big sense of community and a big family. I just see it
growing.
In the following section I develop the idea of intercultural capital and community as they
intersect and relate to the San Martín community and its experiences.
Building Community at San Martín
The events at San Martín reflect traditional notions of community as being
geographically rooted, and yet, this history and community transcends the physical space, the
religious, and the ethnic contexts in which it exists to fulfill a greater purpose for the members.
The community of the mission and the community that grew in the broader context of the
McMinnville and Dayton areas also indicate that these groups and organizations may be
extending their social capital network and, importantly, working to accumulate further
intercultural capital to create a network that will protect and grow their communities in the
future. In the San Martín/St. James conflict, matters of religious space, culture, and capital were
most influential in determining the outcome of the attempted sale of the church.
However, in looking at why this movement succeeded, seemingly against all odds, and
how it took the shape of continued community engagement, we must look at intercultural
community interactions and changing ideas of cultural citizenship (Flores & Benmayor, 1997).
Connecting all of these factors allows us to better understand the changes that crises evoke in
community contexts, why the San Martín group fought for their community, how they
succeeded, and how this example may be indicative of changes in the future with intercultural
communities and Latino roles.
INTERCULTURAL CAPITAL
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The most significant observation that came from this study was the importance of
intercultural capital in resolving community crises between different ethnic groups. There was a
very apparent disconnect between what was being said about the reasons for the closure of San
Martín on the part of the the priest of St. James and the reasons that the members of San Martín
perceived as deciding why the property was being sold. The leaders at St. James used their
position of hierarchical power within the Catholic Church to make decisions for the mission
without communicating their reasons in-depth with the San Martín leadership committee, which
was an exertion of their institutional power (Weber, 2012). Although the stated reasons to close
the mission were financial, many of the members of San Martín felt that there were underlying
factors of racism and power dominance at play in the decision. Paulina described it to me as a
sense of “OK, what's really going on here” that the members began to feel as St. James tried to
move forward with closing down San Martín.
The members of San Martín explain this disconnect as primarily related to matters of
power, racism against the Latino community, and the general lack of positive and meaningful
cultural understandings with the leaders of St. James. All the interviewees who had been
members of San Martín during the time of the closure battle reported that they felt that the priest
at St. James didn't make an effort to understand the Latino culture and that he never even tried to
make a connection with his church congregation. Paulina said,
We always felt disconnected from [the priest]. He didn't participate in our church events;
he didn't really try or attempt to have some kind of relationship with us. I don't know if
it was the difference in culture or bias or – I don't know what it was, but he was there for
mass and that's it.
This disconnect with the priest of the church bothered the members of San Martín because faith
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and the church community are important aspects of social life in Latino culture (Wilson, 2008).
The priest is an especially prestigious and influential position within the culture as well, and the
fact that the priest did not respond to his congregation's need was both disheartening and
intimidating to the members of this community. However, these matters of cultural interaction
between St. James and San Martín go even deeper than just having a “racist priest,” as Andrea
described him. Issues of larger power structures regarding both institutional power and cultural
power – both within the context of the Catholic Church's hierarchy and the larger context of U.S.
society – were contributing factors as well.
The individuals who were instrumental in affecting change and adapting to the changing
situations at San Martín had mostly grown up in the United States. Because of this, they had a
different perspective on the society than the original members of the church who had been
newly-arrived immigrants. Most of the people who were leaders in the Save San Martín group
and who were actively involved in the activities of the church had grown up as members of the
church. This means that they had grown up in the dominant U.S. culture, and were at least
partially socialized into that culture. Growing up with both English and Spanish not only makes
one bilingual, but also bicultural. The benefit of having members who are bicultural in this
community was that these people have the ability to negotiate the contrasting cultural values of
both cultures to seek solutions that align with and make sense to both groups. Bicultural
individuals have accumulated more cultural and social capital from balancing and living in two
different spheres of reality, which puts them at an advantage to help negotiate between the two.
Their intercultural capital enables them to understand and embody the differences between two
cultures, see potential changes, and use their unique resources to act.
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Since St. James threatened closure, San Martín has become much more outwardly
involved in the larger Latino community in the towns nearby the church. The mission received a
grant from CAUSA and another grant from the Catholic Church to host an immigration
conference to educate the community about the immigration process and immigrant rights. The
other organizations that emerged out of the conflict – Mujeres Latinas Luchando por el Pueblo, a
women's activist group and Unidos: Bridging Community, a group that unites Latinos and
Anglos in the community to build connections across cultural and racial boundaries, and the San
Martín Youth Group – have contributed significantly to the continuation of community-building
in a larger context now that the future of the San Martín mission is secure. More importantly,
these groups are continuing to help the community accumulate more social, economic, cultural,
and especially intercultural capital.
Unidos: Bridging Community has been especially instrumental in developing social and
intercultural capital in these communities. Because of the insularity of the Latino San Martín
community before 2010, this coalition would not have had the opportunity to form had it not
been for the conflict. The purpose of Unidos: Bridging Community is to actively and
purposefully provide more opportunities for bonds between church and cultural communities in
order to strategically create a strong, understanding, and lasting network of relationships that can
be mobilized for the benefit of all the members of these towns and communities. Julie described
the goals of this group:
We’ve tried to focus on educational activities, advocacy that could also include political
advocacy, social support – not so much in direct service, but in making referrals for
people and helping them get to the right spot – and the fourth one we call “intentional
shared relationships.” Just creating opportunities for Anglos and Latinos to meet, get
together, know each other so that we wouldn’t feel like a segregated community.
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These intentions directly reflect the accumulation of capital, especially social and intercultural
capital, which are essential for building strong and sustainable communities.
In the conflict between San Martín and St. James, issues of intercultural capital,
competence, and understanding were extremely influential in changing and forming a strong
community and sense of a “big, big Hispanic family,” as Andrea warmly refers to the San Martín
congregation. These cultural bonds and differences impacted the outcome of this conflict, and an
initially more positive intercultural understanding on the part of the leaders at St. James church
may have led to a much better negotiation of these issues or an appreciation for the true
importance of this community in the lives of its members. Having a group like Unidos: Bridging
Community is critical because it helps to purposefully develop intercultural capital by explaining
and facilitating an understanding between cultures to show why the communities should care
about and work with one another.
THE FUNCTION OF CRISIS
Community response to crisis is largely about mobilizing resources. The success of a
community's response to crisis depends on how much and what type of resources the community
has, the type and amount of resources the opposing party has and uses, and the quality of the
interactions these groups have with one another. Often a crisis arises because two or more
communities have different goals, values, and needs, and so the opposing parties seem mutually
threatening (Lane, 2010). Although it isn't guaranteed, crisis can unite communities to work
together for the “greater good” despite the individual differences the members of that community
may have (Coser, 1956). A threat may serve to show where a community may be lacking in
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resources, which can inform their strategies and decisions in the future (Coser, 1956). The links
that individuals and groups have to other individuals and groups, or the amount of social capital
that they have at their disposal, will significantly impact how effectively groups are able to
respond to situations of crisis because their social capital determines what they are able to do and
how much or what kind of support they can receive and the other forms of capital they can
access.
Crisis can be viewed as either a threat or an opportunity, and often it serves as both.
“Conflict is an essential element in a group formation and the persistence of group life” (Coser,
1956, p. 31) because it can help a group identify features of their community that are not
working well, and then use this knowledge to move forward and continue to adapt, and progress
in changing situations to become stronger communities (Coser, 1956). A crisis represents a break
in one's reality where the truth of the assumptions and worldviews of a group are called into
question. This is a significant stressor and demands a response of some type on the part of the
threatened parties (Berger and Luckmann, 1966). The reality of the group may need to be
reaffirmed or redefined in a different way. In this way, crisis can cause a paradigm shift for the
individuals and groups who are subject to conflicts that arise. At the most basic level, however,
crisis evokes change.
At first, San Martín saw St. James' plan to sell their property as a threat. The
announcement, which seemed very final and decisive on the part of the priest who hadn't been
involved in the community that much or that willingly, according to Andrea and Paulina, brought
into question the reality and the sustainability of the Latino community in Dayton. The external
threat from St. James caused the members of San Martín to consider their community's reality
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differently. It was especially difficult to imagine the symbolic church building, a seemingly
solid, fixed, and permanent feature of their community and all that it provided for the
community, as vulnerable to the power of others. The members of San Martín realized that in the
current system, they didn't have power to make community decisions for themselves. This
realization sparked the reaction to rally for change.
It wasn't until later, when this movement to save San Martín was in progress and after it
was saved, that the community began to see this crisis as an opportunity. Because this
community was already in a state of change when it was immersed in conflict, they were able to
make some changes that have affected the structure of the church and surrounding community to
this day. The members used the momentum of this movement to institute more changes for their
community such as the addition of a more secure and structured financial system, a Youth
Group, a women's group, and more generally promoting the power of their community's voice.
If communities and their members decide to resist the change being created by the crisis,
it implies they take action. There is a distinction to be made, however, between reaction to a
crisis and activism. Reaction or a response to the crisis implies that the group is acting
defensively to the situation; they are protecting their way of life and the reality of their
community in response to the external catalyst. A reactive response also implies that the “victim”
community – the one that is responding to the crisis – is at a power disadvantage because they
lack control over the situation. Activism, on the other hand, implies that the individuals are
choosing proactively to make a change and develop internal and external sources of capital. This
purposefulness may shift the balance of power and give the activists more of an advantage.
At San Martín, the members of the mission had to decide to do something about the threat
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of closure. It was difficult to decide whether they would accept the order from their priest, whom
they respected for his position and importance in their culture, and submit to his decision or if
they would change their cultural view in order to save their church and community. The
members had to assess what it was they were losing through this conflict and decide what kind of
a reaction their community would take. This involved meetings and decisions on the part of a
few key players who then brought the actions to the rest of the church be taken up and executed
by the members of the community.
One important aspect of this conflict that cannot be overlooked is the social connection
that Andrea and her mother had with Del Smith, one of the wealthiest people in Oregon. Without
being able to access and utilize this social connection, San Martín may not have been able to
overcome the power that St. James was able to exert over them. This is an example of capital
conversion (Bourdieu, 1986); social capital converted to economic capital and the members of
San Martín utilized it to accomplish a goal. Paulina explains:
So, finally one of the members of the church, Andrea and [her mother] they work for
Evergreen, so they talked to Del Smith and he went with them to – with [the other
leaders]; they went to the archbishop and he told him, Hey, I don't want you to close this
church. It would mean a lot for Andrea and [her mother] to keep the church and this and
that. So when the big business was there, the archbishop paid attention. And Del paid, I
don't even know how much money, it was a lot of money to buy the building, pretty
much. So St. James got what they wanted – money – and we got our church. But that's the
sad thing: the archbishop wouldn't listen to his congregation; he didn't care. It wasn't until
the day that money came that he paid attention.
Although this economic and social connection was important in the battle for this church, this
movement revolved around much more than money.
The crisis in the San Martín community served the function of calling attention to some
of the tensions between the two groups and showed where the San Martín community was strong
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and where they lacked in terms of their access to capital. While the physical church building was
secured because of the social connection with Del Smith and subsequently the conversion of that
social capital into economic capital with the purchase of the church, the actions that surrounded
the movement were primarily meaningful because of the other things that it did for and said
about the community. The new groups that were established through this crisis have served the
community well in connecting them with others such as the Unidos: Bridging Community group
so as to create a network of relations and an infrastructure of security against these issues
happening again in the future.
RELIGION AS FAITH, SPACE, AND POWER
Although the conflict between St. James and San Martín took place primarily in the
context of the Catholic Church hierarchy and faith, this conflict wasn't about religion. Instead, it
was about the opportunity to grow, connect, and empower the community. Robert D. Putnam
(2000) contends that “faith communities in which people worship together are arguably the
single most important repository of social capital in America... 'the church is people,' says
Reverend Craig McMullen, … 'It's not a building; it's not an institution, even. It is relationships
between one person and the next.'” (p. 66). These relationships are what allow individuals and
groups to grow the capacity to control their community and make changes in their lives
(Bourdieu, 1986).
The members of the church were certainly connected through their shared Catholic faith
tradition and values, but San Martín served a larger role than just spiritual fulfillment. Paulina
reflects on the misunderstandings that the external community expressed about communities,
religious practice, and the church building,
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[When they wanted to close it,] we got comments like, “Well, why are you even trying
to save that church? It's just a building. Like, if you're going to be a devout Catholic, you
don't need a building to pray to God or to have a relationship with God. Who cares? It's
just a building. But I don't think people understood like, how much sweat and work went
into that church; into making that building into a church. I think that's what was valuable
for us.
Beyond a physical place of worship, San Martín symbolized the labor that went into securing the
church. Perhaps more importantly, however, it provided a space where community members
could feel a sense of belonging and feel empowered to accumulate and share resources. Rosa, a
19-year-old member of San Martín and an activist in the other community groups, described the
importance of the church to her,
Having a church founded by immigrants was like a little safe space where people could
go and not feel judged or feel like they belonged because a lot of the United States, if
you're an immigrant, you feel like you don't belong. The masses were all in Spanish so
people could understand...It was like their own little thing that they had that connected
them back to their homes.
These two quotes shows that San Martín church held meaning for the congregation beyond just
their faith and the strength of this meaning allowed the members to organize themselves to fight
for what it represented. This is a reflection of the idea that space is important for relationship
building and having a sense of connection to and ownership over that place facilitates more
important and meaningful interactions there (Brown & Schafft, 2011; Ebaugh & Saltzman
Chaftez, 2000).
San Martín also functioned as a platform for action or a “third place” that allows for
informal public sphere activity (Oldenburg, 1997). San Martín was the meeting place for an
immigration conference that was held two years in a row that served to improve people's
knowledge about the citizenship process. It also has been the place where Unidos: Bridging
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Community meetings are held and where legislation about immigration is discussed and
community political action planned. Because of the high level of educational and political
opportunities that the space of San Martín provided, ridding this community of the church would
have effectively silenced the community's political voice.
Finally, and most importantly, San Martín was a symbol. It is a physical place that
represents home and community, immigrant power, overcoming adversity, the importance and
worth of Latinos; it is a place where heritage and language are celebrated, and a shared
experience and connection with each person that goes there with a similar purpose. The San
Martín building provided people in this community with a “sense of place,” which is not
something that “others” such as immigrants – especially undocumented immigrants – often have
the resources or place to develop (Salamon, 2003; Flores & Benmayor, 1997). Thus, by trying to
sell this church and change the dynamic of the Latino community that resided there, St. James'
leaders were committing an act of symbolic violence, or an act that exerts the power and
dominance of one group over another (Bourdieu, 1989). “Space … represents a multiplicity of
socio-material concerns. Space is a location, a piece of real estate, and simultaneously an
existential freedom and a mental expression” (Gottdiener 1985, p. 123, in Flores & Benmayor,
1997, p. 15). Having a specific place gives the group symbolic power and provides the people in
this community a unifying space and through that institution, a voice. Silencing this voice by
selling the property would have had more consequences than just closing up a building. It sends
the message that the voice of the people of the Latino and immigrant communities are
unimportant and worth silencing in favor of the goals of the more powerful St. James
community.
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Although effectively silencing the Latino immigrant community is a serious consequence
of closing the San Martín church, St. James probably did not view their decision in such a
negative way. The stated reasons for the closure on the part of St. James were primarily financial
and even community-building oriented. However, these other serious implications of domination
should not have been overlooked. Andrea summarized what happened,
They [the clergy of St. James] wanted to make the other church bigger and better and
make us all be one, big, happy family by forcing us to be one, big, happy family. The
priest gave the idea that he wanted to have a sense of community. He wanted us to be
together; our choirs were going to be better, we were going to be a bigger, stronger
church, our Youth Groups were going to be more involved, and there was going to be
more kids, and there was going to be more people to be able to go out into the community
and do good things. But we have him on tape when he said, "I could care less if you go to
my church or not. I'm going to sell your church. I'm going to make my church bigger. If
you don't care, and you don't want to go, you don't need to go." Like, that's not a sense of
community! That is not making the church bigger or better. And that's not going to make
us feel welcome at all.
This illustrates that some negative attitudes may have been present toward the San Martín
community on the part of the leadership at St. James. However, it also illustrates quite clearly the
tension that exists between culturally influenced notions of community, specifically the
contrasting goals of individualistic Anglo communities and collectivist Latino communities
(Bellah et al., 1985). If the clergy of St. James had developed intercultural capital, they may have
understood that combining the two congregations would disrupt the true values, and purpose of
the San Martín community and been able to more sensitively and tactfully navigate this situation.
ETHNICITY AND COMMUNITY
Culture and cultural values were central to the experiences of the members of San Martín
and misunderstandings based on cultural differences led to conflict with St. James. San Martín
functioned as a community of shared Latino cultural values. Paulina said, “It was just like a
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home away from home. It felt like Mexico because the traditions and everybody, they were first
generation immigrants... That's why [my family went] – just the sense of community.” The
shared cultural values and experiences that the members of San Martín had facilitated the mutual
commitment of these members, which is an essential feature of community (Rinderle &
Montoya, 2008; Bruhn, 2005; Salamon, 2003).
A shared cultural and social reality is important in maintaining social relationships and an
understanding of one's place within a society (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). Since immigrants
have had to leave their home country, culture, and community, their concept of reality is already
in flux. One way individuals try to overcome this liminal period – the state of mental and
emotional stress due to the lack of a clear definition of where they belong (see Turner, 1987) – is
to establish communities with others that share their same culture and understand their
experiences (Rinderle & Montoya, 2008; Salamon, 2003). These communities are often
established in a particular location and result in “ethnic enclaves” (Salamon, 2003). Having a
group that shares your reality, or that can at least sympathize with it, provides comfort and
stability in a setting in which shared values, traditions, and rituals are threatened.
San Martín served as a place to share cultural traditions and provide security for
immigrants when it was first established, but the conflicts that arose later illustrate a significant
problem in relying on an ethnic enclave marginalized in the dominant social structure. If the
ethnic community relies solely on the capital adapted to their culture of origin, the capital that is
adapted to the new socio-cultural context that a community has access to is limited and the
community may be vulnerable to more powerful forces. In this way, autonomous and closed-off
ethnic enclaves are not always a sustainable way of keeping a culture and community alive and
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thriving. They may help to readjust newcomers and newly-arrived immigrants, much as San
Martín does, but in order to function and survive, they need to have a certain amount of socially
and culturally adapted capital to function within a dominant society. This adaptation does not
necessarily imply full assimilation, but instead calls for a space to establish cultural citizenship
(Flores & Benmayor, 1997).
Latino cultural traditions, values, and norms were still strongly present in the San Martín
community because of the recency of immigration of many of the members. Some of the most
influential cultural values in this case were the collective and familial orientation of Latinos
(Rinderle & Montoya, 2008) and the importance of faith and the Catholic Church in Latino
culture (Wilson, 2008). Collectivist orientation and the importance of maintaining the family
influence the way that Latinos conceptualize and feel about the role of community in their lives.
The goal of the church for the San Martín members was to provide spiritual guidance and a
community center that allowed them to accumulate social capital and practice their culture. The
priest at St. James may not have understood this importance because the conceptions of
community in the dominant culture of the United States are more individualistically focused
(Bellah et al., 1985). Julie, a community member who was not a part of either church said, “From
an outsider's perspective... I would say that [the priest] made a huge mistake by not
understanding the cultural issues involved, by not understanding why this church was important
to a particular group of people.” This misunderstanding resulted in a tension between the values
and goals of each church group and the subsequent conflicts they encountered.
The role of the church in Latino community life may have been particularly influential in
the way these members approached the conflict. The importance of the church and the respect
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given to the spiritual leaders explains why some people, like Elena and her family, were hesitant
to get involved in the fight against the Catholic hierarchy. Paulina and Andrea both discussed
how influential the priest and deacon are as leaders in Latino culture. Much respect and trust is
given to the leaders of the church and people treat them “kind of like a second hand to God”
(Paulina). Paulina expressed her relationship with some of the traditional Latino values,
In the culture, it's not normal for you to stand up to a priest. It's not normal for you to
fight for something. It's normal to conform with what you have. There's a saying that
says, you know, "I may be poor, but I'm happy." And it's kind of like saying, "well, I have
nothing, but I'm going to accept it." And that's very common in our culture. And I guess
because I was raised here, I don't believe in that. [laughing].
Another factor that influences the reaction and response of community members is the
immigration status of a person. This is not only the case because undocumented individuals are
vulnerable to deportation and therefore less likely to speak up, but also because these people
have less cultural and social capital that is adapted for the context of the new society. The
outcome of the San Martín and St. James conflict would have looked much different had St.
James tried to sell San Martín thirty years ago when the majority of members were still newlyarrived immigrants. These people would have been at a much higher level of vulnerability
because they lacked the cultural capital of negotiating the United States Catholic Church and
society. They may have been at a disadvantage because they have less of a command of the
English language and being unable to communicate in the dominant language and pattern
severely limits their options for action and power. Although adopting the language of the
dominant group may give them power, it may also alienate them from their native culture.
Another factor that may have hindered the success of the Save San Martín Campaign had
it been at a different time with a different demographic of members would have been a higher
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vulnerability due to more people in the congregation with undocumented immigrant status. Since
undocumented immigrant communities are often vulnerable to deportation and legal action, and
for that reason are not a very out-spoken group. This was a significant factor in the San Martín
case as well. Paulina reflected,
I felt like they [the leaders of St. James] were taking advantage of the community because
a lot of them aren't the kind of person to step up and say, you know, Stop doing this. So, I
felt like they were taking advantage of their vulnerability. Also because a lot of them are
undocumented. My family is undocumented, so am I, so I feel like sometimes when
you're in that situation, you're afraid to speak up because you don't want to be retaliated
[against] or something. Or maybe because you don't speak English so there's that
language barrier. So I think the vulnerability of the community was definitely taken
advantage of. I think that they probably thought we were just going to sit back and let
them do what they want with the building …
When you're undocumented, there's always that fear that someone is going to tell
immigration that you're undocumented. It's in any kind of anything - you go to the doctor,
it's scary to tell somebody you're undocumented because you just don't know what's
going to happen. So, it's not like there was an identified risk, but just when you're
in that situation, letting anybody know that's not your friend or relative is – it's scary.
While Paulina's statements reflect individual factors that influence involvement in
community crisis response, what is most interesting is what it says about the change that is
occurring in intercultural situations involving undocumented immigrants. St. James' leadership
wasn't expecting the enormous push back that they received from the San Martín group as they
fought for their church. This unlikely movement may indicate that the role and position of
Latinos and immigrant groups is changing in our society (Das Gupta, 2006). As a group, these
individuals decided that they would be more outspoken and demonstrate that their community is
indeed an integral and important part of the larger community despite their lower social position.
FAMILY, GENDER, AND ACTIVISM
There is a parallel between the narrative of the family and the narrative of community in
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the popular discourse of the United States. There is an “imagined traditional family ideal...[that
sees] the traditional family as a private haven from a public world [and] see family as held
together by primary emotional bonds of love and caring” (Hill-Collins, 1998, p. 156). This
perspective is similar to the view of the ideal community providing a social network of people
who love and care for one another (Tönnies, 2002; Keller, 2003). Additionally, “in the United
States, understandings of social institutions and social policies are often constructed through
family rhetoric' (Hill-Collins, 1998, p. 157). The way we consider and discuss social
relationships such as communities and churches, then, is rooted in the family.
This social pattern can clearly be seen in the San Martín community. The collectivist and
family-oriented cultural traditions of Latinos were strong values in this community. The
members of San Martín refer to the church as “home away from home” (Paulina) and to the
community as “a big, big Hispanic family” (Andrea). While the relationship of the community to
larger narratives of family are clear, this theme carries through to the actual church hierarchy as
well. In the Catholic tradition, priests are often referred to as “Fathers” and the congregation as
“God's children.” One of the reasons the conflict in 2010 was so detrimental to the bond between
St. James and San Martín, may have been because the actions of the St. James leadership and the
San Martín congregation disrupted the important “family” ties within the church. The “Father”
may have been seen as neglecting to care for his “children” and the “children” may have been
seen as disrespecting and challenging the authority of their “Father.”
The tension between the community and the church hierarchy were especially stressful
because it was largely the “daughters” in the church who were disobeying their “Father.” The
majority of the individuals who were involved with saving San Martín, who were the leaders of
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this cause, and who carried the momentum through this crisis to create more connections
afterwards were women. This seems unusual in considering the salience of traditional gender
roles in Latino culture, in the patriarchal Catholic Church structure, and in public social life,
political participation, and activism in the United States (Wood, 2013; Blackstone, 2004). This
visibility of women as the leaders of the fight to save their church community may indicate the
changing role of women of lower social status in this community and some broader trends in the
country of women taking on a stronger and more public roles, especially in instances of
grassroots organization and community activism in a local context.
Another major pattern that emerged from this research is a better understanding of how
community crisis can lead to a higher level of civic engagement and activism after the crisis is
resolved (see also Putnam). Throughout this process and especially after the fact, the
communities of San Martín and the surrounding towns developed some activist groups that have
focused on local and national issues which address community issues on a larger scale. They
have played a role in trying to raise awareness and encourage activism especially about
immigration issues and intercultural interactions in our society. The individuals who have been
involved in these groups, and especially the women, feel that their activist efforts have been a
way to bring the larger community together and work to bridge some of the gaps between
differences in gender, religion, and culture. They have used the crisis as a vehicle to enact
change and strengthen community ties by working to gain and mobilize intercultural and social
capital.
Conclusions
This research examined the issue of community response to crisis with a particular focus
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on the impact of various social factors and social contexts on the processes and outcomes of
these responses. The factors that were most closely examined were ethnicity, religion, and crosscultural interactions because these were the most influential aspects of the case study community
under examination. Drawing from in-depth interviews and participant observation with the San
Martín congregation in Oregon, this study looked at a particular community's history and
struggle to maintain its sense of community cohesion through an expanded lens of theories of
capital. This study found that lower social position does not necessarily translate to
disempowerment, but can offer a community unique tools, like bicultural individuals with
intercultural capital, for fighting to keep and strengthen their community.
This conflict and its outcomes above all highlight the changing role of the immigrant –
both incorporating immigrants more into the mainstream fabric of society and recognizing their
position of greater power. This change is dependent on building intercultural capital between
ethnic groups, faith based, and local communities. While ethnic enclaves, churches, and other
community groups offer resources to their members, it is limited and often the capital remains
circulating only within the group and may become limiting to the group members (Bruhn, 2005).
What needs to happen, then, is to build bridges between the ethnic groups, other groups around
the ethnic enclave, and with the dominant group. These extended and purposeful connections
will provide more resources to all people, better understanding between groups, and greater
ability to mobilize resources when needed. As the United States becomes increasingly diverse,
especially in terms of the increasing numbers of Latinos, infrastructure linking ethnic
communities to the broader context of society will be necessary and could help to avoid
misunderstandings and conflicts based on ethnicity and culture – or at least help find more
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culturally sensitive solutions when conflicts do arise.
This implies the need for intercultural capital. Communities need to fundamentally
understand one another and their differences in order to work together effectively. Linking
groups that can do this increases the quality and amount of capital both groups have, which is
increasingly important in a globalizing world and diversifying country. In order to survive and
thrive, cultural groups need to develop intercultural capital, which will help them avoid being
eliminated by powerful, dominant groups. This type of capital will help them understand the
system within which they are operating and develop the other forms of capital to enable their
continued existence.
In the case of San Martín, had the priest at St. James understood Latino culture, in other
words, had he possessed intercultural capital, there may have been a different outcome and
process of this conflict between the two communities. The reason this was such an explosive
issue was because he did not understand some of the basic Latino cultural values, primarily that
1) church and family are seen as overlapping, equatable, and centrally important institutions and
2) the church often functions as more than just a spiritual space. San Martín was a community
center, a platform for action, and a symbol. As a community center that hosted citizenship
classes, English classes, health fairs, Youth Group activities, family celebrations, and
coordinated resources for newly-arrived immigrants, San Martín offered much more than just
spiritual wellbeing and a welcoming, Spanish-speaking atmosphere. The fact that it was founded
by immigrants gave it additional symbolic importance in this particular community.
It is clear that the San Martín community endured a tremendous struggle which
challenged and reconfigured the strength of their community bonds and forced the group to
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reexamine their relationships and position in society. Despite the problems faced by the members
in relation to their own church community, the entire Catholic Church structure, and the broader
context of their surrounding towns, the overwhelming feeling in this community is one of
optimism and strength. The members of San Martín and the associated organizations continue
working to create social networks within and outside the community and build alternative
institutions like MLLP and Unidos: Bridging Community that will support their community and
protect its interests in the future. These individuals have shown their commitment to this
community and they continue to develop the connections that they have strived to maintain.
The events that have happened in this community relate back to and communicate with
bigger notions of community and change, and particularly show the role of religion and culture –
factors that influence different types of community. Examining the intersection of these factors
(Hill-Collins, 1990) in light of the theoretical perspectives of intercultural capital help to explain
the ways communities will respond, change, and adapt to new situations. These new
understandings of community and especially of strategies in community-building will become
important to develop as we continue to see changes in our society, particularly with regard to the
increasing cultural diversity of the United States.
Future research in the area of community studies could further explore the changing
nature of intercultural interactions and the role of intercultural capital in an increasingly
globalized world. This particular characteristic was underlying in and impacted all of the
interactions between the San Martín congregation and the other communities. Gaining a more
complete and profound understanding of the intersections between factors such as ethnicity,
religion, gender, and community will help to mediate conflicts that arise when communities
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encounter issues with power differences or situations of inequality. Because of the profound and
personal impact that community and religion have on an individual, it is extremely important for
researchers to continue to study these matters and develop strategies for navigating changing
social contexts and difficult situations.
Paulina described whole experience of saving San Martín and creating the community
groups as overall “empowering.” In the larger context, “empowering” might mean empowering
Latinos, immigrants, undocumented individuals, communities, inter-faith networks, intercultural
networks, and women. It also might mean taking away power from the hierarchy and
institutionalized dominance of the church, taking power away from men and deconstructing
white dominance as well. This empowerment also comes from the fact that this community has
sent the message that they are there to stay and they are to be taken seriously; this message was
sent with clarity to both their own community at San Martín and to the surrounding communities.
“Empowering” is thus an accurate description of what has happened over the past few years at
San Martín considering the success they have achieved in spite of the obstacles they faced in
their struggle. It is supported by testimonies of the members and supporters of San Martín, the
general increase in activity level at the church, and my own observations in the various contexts
that are linked to the church community.
The overwhelming feeling from the San Martín community is also that the process of
conflict resolution on a larger scale in the context of hierarchical and intercultural interactions
has been hard work, but it is a struggle that is well worth the efforts and frustrations. This is an
attitude of optimism and strength that would benefit and encourage many communities
struggling through similar situations. As the United States moves toward a differently diverse
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social composition and goes through periods of intense social change, it will be important to
keep in mind that the long-term benefits of intercultural capital as it influences and helps to
shape an understanding, compassionate, and socially connected community will be well worth
the difficulties and obstacles we may face in achieving this goal. Understanding the means of
organization, communication, and community-building emerging from the San Martín
experience may indicate strategies Latinos use to adapt to changing circumstances and navigate
hierarchical structures within institutions of power or foreign societies.
Interaction between individuals and groups is the prime cause of social life (Wolf, 1982).
Interactions between members of different groups are essential to a functioning society,
particularly interactions between members of different ethnic groups. “The more ethnohistory we
know, the more clearly 'their' history and 'our' history emerge as part of the same history” (Wolf
1982, p. 19). By developing intercultural capital and working to bridge social gaps between
groups of ethnic difference, we can move toward an inclusive society that empowers us to make
changes to more completely fulfill our need for community.
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